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SULFURFORMSIN COAL

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The accurate and precise analysisof a solid material, such as coal,
requires that the analyticalmethod utilizeenergy, solvent,or reagentthat
can effectivelypermeatethe matrix and contactthe elementof interest.
Physicochemicalbarrierspreventingsuch contact have proven formidablewhen
sulfur analysis of solid coal by conventionaltechnologiesis attempted.
Analysis of coal for sulfur by volatilizationof sulfur moieties is limitedby
their volatilitiesand vapor transportthroughthe matrix, and liquid
extractionof those moieties is limited by conventionalsolubilityand
permeability. Chemical derivatizationfor 13Cnuclearmagneticresonance
(NMR) spectroscopyis reagent-transportlimited,33SNMR is limitedby
absorption bandwidth,and x-ray techniquesare limitedto surfaceanalysisby
the inabilityto penetratethe solid more than a few angstroms. Given these
drawbacks, a techniquethat would allow solventpenetrationinto the entire
sample and dissolutionof the sulfur species,with the abilityto obtain those
species intact in a form that can be identifiedand quantifiedby conventional
analyticalmethods,would advance sulfur scienceimmeasurably.

A method that has potentialfor providingthe desired improvementis
supercriticalfluid extraction (SFE). SFE as a separationsmethod is superior
to the other extractionmethods, includingSoxhlet extraction. Becauseof the
relativelypoor mass transfer in liquids, liquid solventextractionsare
inherentlyslow. Compared to liquid solvents,supercriticalfluidshave
several characteristicsthat make them attractiveextractionsolvents,as well
as media for selectivereactions. First, supercriticalfluids have solvent
strengthssimilarto those of liquid solventsbut, in contrast to liquid
solvents,they have lower viscosities(10.4versus 10.3N-sec/m2) and higher
solute diffusivities(10.4versus i0-Scm2/sec),which greatly improvemass
transfer and greatly reduce the time for quantitativeextractions(and
reactions)to be performed. Second, the polarityof a supercriticalfluid
changes with its density as describedby severalcorrelations(I-3),including

he simple empiricalcorrelationproposed by Giddings and others (4)"- 1.25 Pcl/2(p/pl)where 6 is the Hildebrandsolubilityparameter,P_ is the
critical pressure of the fluid,p is the densityof the supercriticalfluid,
and p_ is the density of the fluid in its liquid state. As shown by these
correlations,the selectivityof a supercriticalfluid for a target analyte
can be optimizedby simply controllingthe extractionpressure (and to a
lesser extent, the temperature). Supercriticalfluids are also availablethat
have widely varyingpolaritiesranging from low-polarityfluids (e.g.,ethane)
to moderately polar fluids (e.g.,COz) to polar fluids (e.g.,water, although
not to be construedto be as polar as liquidwater), which, along with
pressure and temperaturecontrol,give the analystan extremelywide range of
extraction solventpolaritiesto perform selectiveextractions. Third, in
contrast to popular belief,analytical-scale(not process-scale)supercritical
fluid extractionsare experimentallysimple and inexpensiveto perform.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The overall objectiveof this project is to developmethodologywhich
will enable the rapid and accurate identificationand quantitationof sulfur
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species in what is now referred to as the "organic"sulfur componentof coal.
To accomplishthis, the followingspecificobjectivesmust be met:

• To investigateand develop the use of SFE and pyrolysis/SFE(PYR/SFE)
for the selectiveextractionof organic forms from coal

• To identifyand quantitatethe individualsulfur organicsrecovered
using SFE procedures

• To investigateand develop the use of selectivepyrolysisand/or
chemical oxidation/reductionfor the determinationof organic sulfur
forms in coal

• To evaluateand incorporateother promisingsulfur speciation
techniques

3.0 MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT,AND METHODS DESCRIPTIONS

3.1 Coal Characterization

Table I contains the proximateand total sulfur analysesof the test
coals used in the sulfur analysis experimentsthis quarter. Well-
characterizedcoals from the IllinoisBasin coal sampleprogram, (IBCSP)were
supplied by the IllinoisState GeologicalSurvey. The proximateanalysesof
these coals, reported in Table I, are those most recentlyobtainedat the
EERC. The sulfur analyses includeresults sent from the IBC sample program
with the samples, resultsobtained from the Energy and EnvironmentalResearch
Center (EERC) laboratory,and resultsobtained from an independentcommercial
laboratory,MinnesotaValley Testing Laboratory(MVTL). Table 2 contains the
ASTM sulfur forms analysesresultson the same coals. Although some of these
values appeared in the previous quarterlyreport,they are includedhere again
for the convenienceof the interestedreader. Most of the work in this
semiannualperiod was carried out with IBC-I01,some with IBC-I02,and only
selectedtests with the remainderof the coals.

3.2 ExperimentalApparatusand Materials

A descriptionof the basic apparatusused in the SF extraction
experimentsis given in the July throughSeptember1990 quarterlyreport (5).
Figure I is a schematicof the SFE equipmentcurrentlyin use, includingthe
gas chromatography(GC) oven used to heat the cell during PYR/SFEexperiments.
Figure 2 shows a schematicof SFE equipmentused in performingon-line

analysis of SF extracts. Modificationsto the previousapparatusincludethe
use of commercialextractioncells purchasedfrom Keystone and the
replacementof the fused silica restrictorwith the heated stainlesssteel
restrictor. The latter had the constrictionnear the center of the tube
rather than at the end, making the constrictioneasier to keep hot while still
delivering the effluent into the collectionsolvent.The KeystoneTM cells have
been successfullyused at temperaturesof 450°Cat 400 atm. (This does not
imply endorsementof this company and should not be construedas a
recommendationof these cells for SFE use. Identificationis for information
purposes only.) All other equipmentused in this study was common laboratory
equipment.
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Figure 1, Schematic diagram of the SFE system outfitted for PYR/SFE.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the SFE system outfitted for PYR/SFE/cryogenic trapping/GC/MS, atomic
emission detection, and SCD.



Bottled carbon dioxidecontaining 10% methanolwas prepared by Scott
SpecialtyGas Company and was used directly from the bottle during SFE.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 SupercriticalMethanol-ModifiedCOsExtractionof Sulfur From
Coal at Low Temperature

Extractionof elementalsulfur from coal has generallybeen more
successfulwith methanol-modifiedSF CO2 than with pure SF CO_ at 110°Cand
400 atm with 10% methanol/CO2 (6). Eluted SF extractswere collectedin ca.
2 mL of toluene for later analysisas previouslydescribed(5). Benzothiazole
was added to each extractas an internalstandard,and samplesof each were
transferredto septum vials. Analyses of these sampleswere obtained using a
Hewlett-Packard5890 GC with a Hewlett-Packardelement-selectiveatomic
emissiondetector (AED). Carbon and sulfur emissionswere monitored
simultaneouslyat 193 and 181 nm, respectively. IndividualcomponentIDs were
obtained from a Hewlett-Packard5985B GO/massspectrometer(GC/MS).

3.3.2 ExtractionWith SupercriticalWater

The apparatus shown in Figure I was used to extractIBC-I01with
supercriticalwater at 450°Cand 400 atm. The pump used was an Isco model
MLC 500, and the water was HPLC-gradewater from FisherScientificCompany.
The collection solventwas HPLC-gradewater.

3.3.3 Acid Extractionof Sulfur From Coal

Inorganicsulfur extractionfrom coal with HN03was carried out according
to the Riley Method (7). Extractionof sulfatic sulfurwas a hydrochloric
acid extractionadapted from ASTM method D2492-90.

3.3.4 On-Line PYR/SFE

IBC-I01coal ground to pass 200 mesh was preextractedwith 10%
methanol/C02at 110°Cand 400 atm for 100 minutesto remove elementalsulfur.
The extractionwas continuedfor an additionalI00 minuteswith pure C02 at
110°Cand 400 atm to remove traces of methanol and solubleorganics. One
milligramof this preextractedcoal was extractedat 450°Cwith 400 atm CO_
for 10 minutes while the extractwas collectedin a -50°Ccryogenictrap and
subsequentlyanalyzed by GC/MS.The experimentwas repeatedusing AED
detection in place of MS.

4.0 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The acco;nplishmentsfor the 6-month period beginningJanuary I, 1992,
and ending June 30, 1992, are reported by task. Therefore,Section4.1
reportsTask A, 4.2 reportsTask B, and 4.3 reportsTask C.

4.1 Task A. SelectiveSupercriticalFluid Extraction

The major objectiveof this study is to developrapid, reliable,but
relativelysimple, methodsfor the direct determinationof each of the forms
of sulfur in coal. As a result of the currentwork, a procedurefor the
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direct measurementof one of those forms, i.e., elementalsulfur,has been
developed. Thus two of the forms of sulfur in coal can now be measured
directly. The ASTM method (D2492-90)of analyzingcoal for sulfaticsulfur
alreadyexists and is a satisfactoryand reliabledirect technique. The
recentlydevelopedmethod for analyzingcoal for elementalsulfur,besides
being rapid, simple,and direct,produces littlewaste as a disposal concern.
The techniquehas as its basis a nominal30-minutesupercritical10% methanol/
CO2 extractionat 400 atm and 110°Ctemperature. This method and its
developmentare described in an articlewhich has been reviewed and accepted
for publicationin Fuel. The article,whose title occurs in Section5.0
Presentationsand Publicationsbelow, describesthe method in detail.

4.2 Task B. Selective Chemicaland Thermal Extractions

Sulfur removalfrom coal at low and elevatedtemperaturesby extraction
with supercriticalC02 was describedpreviously(5, 6). The suite of
temperaturesused included the range 40°-450% for varying time periods. The
currentwork includedextractionwith 10% methanol/C02at 110° and 450°C.

4.2.1 PYR/SFE of SwellinqCoal

Under pyrolysisconditions,IBC-I01softensand swells, resultingin
reduced fluid-coalcontact and the potentialfor SF-flow stoppage. To
alleviatethis problem, an accuratelyweighed amount of coal was mixed with
washed sand and then extracted. The entire residuewas analyzedfor total
sulfur after extraction. The percentagesulfur removalwas then readily
calculated:

Mass Sulfur in ResidueAfter Extraction
I - x 100 - % S Removal

Mass Sulfur in OriginalMass of Coal Sample

Figure 3 shows the calibrationcurve obtainedfrom a plot of milligrams
of total sulfur measured versusmilligramsof IBC-I01mixed with an equal
quantity of sand for absolute total sulfur determination.

4.2.2 Effect of ChemicalReactantson SFE of Sulfur

Methodsof removal of sulfurtested includedSFE of IBC-I01under mild
pyrolysisconditionswith and without the presenceof chemical reagents.
Dynamic extractionswith supercriticalCO2 at 400 atm and 450°C in the absence
of a chemical reactantwas successfulin removingnearly 50 wt% of the sulfur
from the coal, while supercritical10% methanol/CO2 extractionunder the same
conditionswas successful in removingnearly 60 wt% of the sulfur from the
coal (Figure4). SFE of IBC-I01containing50 wt% added NaOH at the same
conditionsas above resulted in sulfurremovalsof slightlymore than 50 wt%
for each of the fluids. DynamicSFE of 50 mg of IBC-I01 spikedwith 200 ML
of 85% H3P04under the same conditionsas the above resulted in >60 wt% sulfur
reductionwhen extractedwith 10% methanol/C02and 85 wt% reductionof S when
extractedwith CO2. H3P04solubilityin SF 10% methano 2 was grea er- an
_2 as-_--6_T-d-encedby the amount of H3P04in the extract. Therefore,the
residencetime of the acid in the reactioncell during a dynamic extraction
was significantlyshorter in the methanol/C02extraction,allowing for shorter
reaction time and accounting for reducedsulfur removal.
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Figure 3. A sulfur standardcalibrationcurve for LECO determinationof total
sulfur in 100% of a coal/sand-extractedmixture.

Extraction of coal with supercritical water has several attractive
aspects. Included in the list of attractive features are the environmental
acceptability of water, the polar nature (although not nearly the polarity of
the liquid) of water as a SF with respect to other commonly used fluids, the
variety of modifiers available for use with water, the specific heat capacity
of SF water, and the cost of the water. At the test conditions of the initial
supercritical water extraction of IBC-IOI, >50% by weight of the sulfur, as
measured on an absolute scale as shown in Figure 4, was extracted. Additional
extractions and extraction strategies with SF water are planned.

4.2.3 Hiqh-Temperature On-Line Extraction

Initial results utilizing on-line PYR/SFE/cryogenic trapping/GC with the
MS as a detector to analyzeelementalsulfur-freeIBC-IOIare shown in Figure
5. This technique reducesloss of sulfur compoundsnormallyencounteredin
the solvent-trappingprocedurewhich allows the more volatileof the major
gas-chromatographablespeciesto be identified. The total ion chromatogram
shows all gas-chromatographablecomponentsdetectedby the MS ratherthan only
the desired sulfur compounds. Figure 6 shows the AED chromatogramsof carbon-
containingspecies (top) and sulfur-containingspecies (bottom). Correlation
of peaks in the bottom chromatogramwith those of the top show which
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Figure 4. Sulfur removal from IBC-IOI at 450°C and 400 atm by C02 and 10% methanol/C02 with/without
reagents.
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Figure 5. Chromatogramof extract from PYR/SFE/GC/MS.
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Figure 6. A typical GC-AED chromatogramof an SFE coal extract (IBC-IOI)showingthe carbon (193 nm) and
sulfur (181 nm) channelsdisplayed.



components are true organosulfur compounds. The AED information enables the
sorting of peaks in the total ion chromatogram of the MS, allowing
identification of individual sulfur compounds in the extract.

Additional IBC-I01 bituminous coal was then extracted with supercritical
10%methanol/C02 at 400 atm to remove elemental sulfur. Several fractions of
the elemental-sulfur-free IBC-IOI were then extracted using the on-line method
recently developed. Figure 7 shows a total ion chromatogram of extract
collected by cryogenic trapping during pyrolysis at 450°C. Selected
ion-current chromatograms on the same figure show the CI-Cs thiophenes which
make up a large portion of the volatile species.

Several additional sulfur compounds along with benzene, phenol, toluene,
indan, indene, and other polynuclear aromatics are identified on Figure 8.
Again the thiophenes are identified, but ethylene sulfide, benzo[b]thiophene,
dibenzothiophene, and thianthrene are also prominent peaks in this
chromatogram.

To gain additional information on the distribution of sulfur forms in
coal, an extraction scheme was devised which enables the individual
quantitative determination of elemental, sulfatic, other inorganic and true
organic sulfur. It consists of SFE of elemental sulfur, HCI extraction of
sulfatic sulfur from raw and elemental-sulfur-free coal, HN03extraction of
total inorganic sulfur from raw and elemental-sulfur-free coal, and true
organic sulfur of residue on elemental-sulfur-free, acid-extracted coal. The
scheme is shown in Figure 9 and will be evaluated in future work.

4.3 Task C. Other More ConventionalMethodsof Analysis

4.3.1 Sample Preparation for Stable Sulfur Isotope Experiments and
Background Information Related to This Work

The resultsof sulfur forms analysis shown in Table 2 indicatethat
sulfatic sulfur increaseson prolonged(>6 months) exposureto air. The
pathway followed by the sulfur seems to be by way of pyritic sulfuroxidation,
as also indicatedby Table 2. A method of investigatingthe pathwayhas been
designed using a coal (IBC-I07)that has a natural sulfur probe, i.e.,
unusuallyhigh levels of stable 3'Sisotope,and is describedbelow. The high
3'S/32Sin the original coal and in the residuefrom acid-extractedIBC-I07
makes them excellentcandidatesfor testingthe potentialfor organicand
pyritic sulfur conversionto elementalsulfur.

Coal IBC-I07 was selected for stable sulfur isotope analysis because of
the large isotopic difference of ~22 °/oo, between pyritic and organic sulfur
(8). Because of this large isotopic difference, sulfur isotopic determination
on the elemental sulfur obtained selectively by SFE may be applied to resolve
the source of elemental sulfur in coal. A schematic description of the
extraction scheme used in this study is depicted in Figure 10. Initially, two
portions of ~4.5-g IBC-I07 (-200 mesh size) coal were extracted with SF 10%
methanol in CO2 in a lO-mL Keystone extraction cell fitted with a stainless
steel restrictor for 2 hours. An additional 15-min extraction was performed
during which no elemental s!llfur was extracted as determined by GC-AED. The
large coal sample sizes extracted were necessary in order to obtain a
sufficient quantity (~4 mg) of elemental sulfur for isotopic determination.
About half of the SF-extracted coal was extracted with nitric acid (7) to
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Figure 8. Total ion chromatogram (shown in three parts) of extract from PYR/
SFE/GC/MSof IBC-I01 with several major peaks identified.
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Figure 9. Flow diagram of the differential extraction of sulfur forms from
coal.

collect the pyritic and sulfatic sulfur from the coal. Another portion of the
SF-extracted coal was extracted by the Canfield technique (9) to obtain the
pyritic su,fur in coal. Stable sulfur isotope determinations were performed
on the seven coal extracts and residues by an experienced research group
headed by Professor Simon Bottrell in Leeds, UK, using an established
procedure with stable sulfur isotope MS. In addition, total sulfur
determination on all the five solid residues were carried out. Data from the
stable isotope determinations coupled with the total sulfur values of the five
solid residues and original coal samples provided information regarding sulfur
forms transformation mechanisms in the coal matrix, which should lead back to
the original source of elemental sulfur in coal. Table 3 shows the data
obtained from the stable sulfur isotope analyses.

The analytical values for organic sulfur in the residues following Riley
and Canfield extractions were identical within the precision of the isotope
measurement. The analyses of the inorganic sulfur fraction collected during
each of the extractions are not the same, but the difference is easily
explained. Whereas the Canfield method liberates sulfur as H2Sexclusively
from metallic sulfides, the Riley method oxidizes metallic sulfides to
sulfates which cannot be separated from inherent sulfate. The Canfield
method, then, gives what is expected to be a more accurate estimate of pyritic
sulfur by measuring the isotope ratio in the liberated H2S, while the
inorganic sulfur in the Riley extract is determined from the total sulfate.
In samples with low sulfate, the latter measurement fairly represents the
pyritic sulfur, whereas in samples with high sulfate levels, the sulfur in the

Riley extract is interpreted as inorganic, but not exclusively pyritic,
sulfur, w
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Figure I0. Flow diagramof sample preparationfor stable sulfur isotope
analysis.

TABLE 3

Sulfur IsotopicCompositionof FractionsObtained From IBC-I07

Sample Preparation 634SCDT Error (%)

PL-I Parr bomb oxidationof total coal +6.5 _+0.2

PL-2 Parr bomb oxidationof $8 in SF +13.4 _+0.2
extract collectedin toluene

PL-3x Pyrite sulfurextractedfrom PL-3 by +26.4 _+0.4
acidic chromouschloride (Canfield
method)

PL-3r Organic S (residuefrom Canfield +1.6 _+0.2
extraction)by Parr bomb oxidation

PL-4 InorganicS in Riley* extract of PL-3 +12.1 _+0.2

PL-5 Organic S (residuefrom Riley +1.5 _+0.2
extraction)by Parr bomb oxidation

* Boiling 2 N HNO. for 30 minutes.
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Table 3 shows that the Riley acid extractionand the Canfieldextraction
separate the coal sulfur into fractionshaving nearly identicalorganic34S/_2S
isotoperatios. The organic,pyritic, and total sulfur ratios compare
favorablywith those of other researchers(10). Interpretationof the data
shown in Table 3 suggeststhat the elementalsulfur (PL-2) is relatedto the
inorganicsulfur,but is inconclusiveas to whetherthe relationshipis
exclusive; i.e., the argumentcan also be made that both inorganicand organic
sulfur contributeto the formationof elementalsulfur.

To expand on the above findings,two additionalcoals, IBC-I02and IBC-
106, were prepared for sulfur stable isotopeanalysis. The preparation
includedSFE to collectthe elemental sulfur from the coal and Riley
extractionto remove inorganicsulfur from the SF-extractedresidue. The
Canfield extraction is carried out on the SF-extractedresidueat the Stable

IsotopeLaboratory. These samples, along with raw coal, were sent to the
Stable IsotopeAnalysis group in Leeds,UK, for analysis at no charge to the
EERC.

5.0 PRESENTATIONSAND PUBLICATIONS
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6.0 FUTURE WORK

• Perform additionalSF water extractionsof sulfur from coal.

• Determineeffect of additionalchemical reactantson SFE of sulfur
from coal.

• Determineeffect of pretreatmentof coal on SFE of sulfurfrom coal.

• Preparethe final report.
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